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**Utopian Elements in Porphyry’s**

*De abstinentia*

In a long passage from Book IV of his treatise *De abstinentia* (2–18)¹ Porphyry mentions as a positive model a series of “groups” (ἔθνη)² who practice abstinence from animal food, a rule that he, together with the Neoplatonists, strongly supports. The main features of all these communities are typical of utopian societies, who live in an out-of-history dimension. This element stands out strongly in the text, especially for the reason that Porphyry’s narration begins with the Greeks of the mythical era.

**The mythical time**

At first Porphyry refers to primordial men and quotes a long fragment attributed to the work of the Peripatetic Dicaearchus³, according to whom the ancient Greeks, who were closer to the gods and belonged to a “golden race”, did not kill any living beings⁴. Referring to some lines from Hesiod’s *Opera et Dies*⁵, they are

---

* I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers of this article for their suggestions and their comments.

¹ See the edition of *Porphyrii philosophi Platonici Opuscula selecta*, rec. A. Nauck, Hildesheim 1963 [= BSGR] (cetera: *Porphyrius*).

² The best translation of ἔθνη in this case would not be “peoples”, but “communities, groups”, because Porphyry writes mainly about small congregations, whose members live apart from the rest of their people and adopt peculiar habits. On the way Porphyry uses the term ἔθνη, see A.P. Johnson, *Religion and Identity in Porphyry of Tyre. The Limits of Hellenism in Late Antiquity*, Cambridge 2013 [= GCRW], p. 197–201.


⁴ PORPHYRIUS, IV, 2, 1.

described as extraordinary people who lived in abundance and happiness, while the rich soil produced spontaneous fruits. According to Dicaearchus’ narration6 this was the lifestyle of the people at the time of Kronos. Besides, they had no knowledge of agriculture, nor of any other art; they were free from diseases, had a very simple diet that excluded meat, there were no wars among them and they lived without worries, in peace and harmony7.

This well-known passage can be interpreted as one of the representations in the Greek thought8 of what was imagined as the “time of origins”9, the mythical time dominated by Kronos, when mankind lived in a “primitive” condition ahead of historical time and before gradually becoming civilized according to the criteria established by Greek society itself. It is essentially one of the many reworkings of the Hesiodic myth of the “origins” and of the stages of mankind10, that followed the scheme of a gradual degeneration from an initially ideal condition11.

Porphyry’s “narrative discourse” is constructed on the exaltation of a cultural model that shows the typical features of a lifestyle that goes back to a “state of nature”. Such conceptual substratum is common to the descriptions of mankind in mythical times and emerges here too in the enumeration of the ἔθνη that the author offers as positive examples of contemplative life.

According to this ideological scheme, nature is opposed to culture, or physis to nomos12, where the former is exalted as the basis for the Neoplatonic ethical ideal celebrated by Porphyry. Basically, the distance from civilization becomes the model for a good philosophical education that implies a pure existence devoted to ascesis, to the preservation of truth and the custody of divine cults13.

---

6 Porphyrius, IV, 2, 3.
7 Porphyrius, IV, 2, 4–5.
Porphyry’s text continues with a digression about the frugality of the lifestyle introduced by Lycurgus into Sparta\textsuperscript{14}. Here too, as in the following examples, the author’s words highlight the line of continuity with the Greeks of ancient times. The inhabitants of Sparta are thought to have lived under a similar regime: abstaining from meat, without luxury, without greed for wealth, and without injustice\textsuperscript{15}. The structure of the discourse is intentionally built on an assimilation between the mythical time and the historical era.

The Egyptian priests

What appears here worth examining is the reason why Porphyry’s text continues to use the same conceptual model, when he describes other communities that, besides abstaining from meat, practiced a lifestyle comparable to that of the primordial human beings.

Later, the author states that abstinence from animal food was common to those groups (ἔθνη) who cared about equity, sobriety and devotion\textsuperscript{16} and then specifies that this was a rule not only among the Greeks but also among the barbarians\textsuperscript{17}.

In order to support his thesis, Porphyry refers to Chaeremon\textsuperscript{18} the Stoic and mentions first of all the Egyptian priests\textsuperscript{19}, who are also considered philosophers, choose temples as their homes and are honoured as sacred beings\textsuperscript{20}. Besides, they forfeit any human activity and are devoted to contemplation and to the cult of divine things\textsuperscript{21}; they have scarce contacts with other people and live isolated especially during their time of purification\textsuperscript{22}; they abstain from many things,
including wine and meat\textsuperscript{23}; they avoid intercourse with women\textsuperscript{24}; their beds are made of palm branches\textsuperscript{25}; they are immune from diseases; they observe the stars and study arithmetic and geometry\textsuperscript{26}.

Such a description of the Egyptian priests-philosophers contains several features that associate them to primordial men: notably, the fact that they do not work, are free from diseases and have a frugal diet. The description of the rules they respect shows a contemplative dimension in terms of a significant symbolic shifting on a level of timelessness\textsuperscript{27}.

The Egyptian clergy is marked by a sharp separation from the customs of their own people. Porphyry’s text explicitly states: \textit{They practised simplicity, restraint, self-control, perseverance and in every thing justice and absence of greed}\textsuperscript{28}. Such qualities show a life made of hardships and abstinence that determine their distance from the world.

It must be noted that Herodotus attributed to the Egyptian priests other specific prescriptions that define their peculiar lifestyle: they always wear a clean linen garment, shave their heads and do not consume their own things\textsuperscript{29}. Herodotus, too, emphasises their peculiar diet: they eat from the oxen and geese meat that is offered to them but avoid fish and beans. In this context, it is worth observing that this is not the first time that the author of the \textit{Histories} has used the motif of the diet\textsuperscript{30} to define and criticize the otherness of barbaric customs\textsuperscript{31}.

Porphyry’s \textit{De abstinentia}, too, makes use of this ethnographic model that is based on the same perspective as Herodotus. The difference lies in the fact that the intention of the Neoplatonic philosopher is to exalt, rather than to criticize, the choice of a life based on the rules of self-discipline\textsuperscript{32}.

\textsuperscript{23} The section of the text devoted to the description of dietary prescriptions is very detailed: \textsc{Porphyrius}, IV, 6, 8 – 8, 4.
\textsuperscript{24} \textsc{Porphyrius}, IV, 7, 6.
\textsuperscript{25} \textsc{Porphyrius}, IV, 8, 1.
\textsuperscript{26} \textsc{Porphyrius}, IV, 8, 2.
\textsuperscript{27} See the observations by F. Hartog, \textit{Mémoire d’Ulysse…}, p. 105–106.
\textsuperscript{28} \textsc{Porphyrius}, IV, 6, 4. English translation by G. Clark.
\textsuperscript{32} See A. Smith, \textit{Porphyry’s Place in the Neoplatonic Tradition. A Study in Post-Plotinian Neoplatonism}, The Hague 1974, p. 20–39, who explains that the separation of the soul from the body is...
The Essenes

In the same section of Porphyry’s *De abstinentia* very similar features to those of the Egyptian priests are attributed to other communities. The list goes on with the Essenes, for whom pleasures are comparable to vices, while continence and control of their passions to virtues; they despise wedlock and wealth, and share their properties. They never change their garments, nor their shoes until they are torn, they don’t buy nor sell, do not eat pork, nor fish without scales and animals with solid hoofs. The narration underlines their strong devotion towards the divine (πρὸς τὸν θεῖον εὐσεβεῖς), thus showing the author’s interest in this aspect of life.

Some elements of this description, such as the control of passions and the contempt for possessions, as well as the simplicity of the way of life, are the recurring aspects – as we have seen – in the representation of the men of mythical time.

In addition, it is worth noting that Porphyry’s source for the description of the customs of the Essenes is Flavius Josephus’ *The Jewish War*. The Jewish historian provides further interesting elements regarding their lifestyle: they obey their elders, they ban from their community those that commit serious crimes, they are accurate in their judgments, they rest on the seventh day, they are long-lived at the basis of Porphyry’s philosophy and his work *De Abstinentia* goes in this direction. According to D.A. Dombrowsky, *Porphyry and the Vegetarianism: A Contemporary Philosophical Approach*, [in:] ANRW, vol. II.36.2, ed. H. Temporini, W. Haase, Berlin–New York 1987, p. 790–791, the vegetarian Greek philosophers like Porphyry were mostly concerned in pursuing moral goodness (*arete*). On this description by Porphyry, who indicate the Egyptian priests as the model of the philosopher-priest, see F. Hartog, *Les Grecs égyptologues*, A.H 41, 1986, p. 953–967, in particular p. 964.

33 Porphyrius, IV, 11–14.
34 Porphyrius, IV, 11, 3.
35 Porphyrius, IV, 11, 4.
36 Porphyrius, IV, 11, 5.
37 Porphyrius, IV, 11, 8.
38 Porphyrius, IV, 14, 1.
39 Porphyrius, IV, 12, 1–4. The information provided by Porphyry coincide with what is reported by Flavius Josephus, *De Bello Judaico. Der Jüdische Krieg*, II, 8, 5, vol. I, ed. O. Michel, O. Bauernfeind, Darmstadt–München 1959 (cetera: Flavius Josephus). Before daylight they pray the Sun, they perform purification rites before eating, they consume their meals in a room especially provided for the people who share their faith, before and after meals their priests pronounce prayers.
41 Flavius Josephus, II, 8, 6.
42 Flavius Josephus, II, 8, 8.
43 Flavius Josephus, II, 8, 9.
44 Flavius Josephus, II, 8, 9.
(many of them live longer than 100 years), they are indifferent to dangers and pain, they prefer death to immortality\textsuperscript{45}, some are able to see into the future\textsuperscript{46}.

The constitutive traits in the life of the Essenes – as reported by Porphyry and, to a greater extent, by Flavius Josephus – are perfectly in line with the typical motifs of Greek ethnography\textsuperscript{47} which are used to mark the border between one’s own culture and the other world of the barbarians. We find here the typical features of a utopian society, where every aspect of life is perfectly ordered and organized according to rules of sobriety and obedience to civil and religious prescriptions.

The Magi

Further in his narration – after a brief mention of the Syrians\textsuperscript{48} – Porphyry describes another class of priests, the Magi\textsuperscript{49}. They are wise in divine concerns, worship divinity and the Persians venerate them, like the Egyptians do with their priests. They are classified in three groups\textsuperscript{50}: the first do not eat or kill living beings, the second use some animals but do not feed on tame ones, the third class does not eat their meat. They believe in metempsychosis, because they assume that humans are strictly connected to animals, so much so that the former are given the names of the latter\textsuperscript{51}.

Porphyry’s information on the Magi can be compared to what is reported by Diogenes Laertius\textsuperscript{52}, who highlights their connection with the divine world: they live honouring their gods, performing sacrifices, praying and practicing divination and formulating predictions. Besides, they do not wear golden ornaments and jewels, they wear a white garment, sleep on a bed of leaves and their diet is made of vegetables, cheese and wholemeal bread.

Diogenes Laertius’s text provides a far larger amount of information compared to Porphyry’s one, but in both cases the Magi appear as an ascetic community marked by rigid rules of abstinence.

\textsuperscript{45} Flavius Josephus, II, 8, 10.
\textsuperscript{46} Flavius Josephus, II, 8, 12.
\textsuperscript{48} Porphyrius, IV, 15. In this chapter, though, Porphyry does not describe the customs of the Syrians.
\textsuperscript{49} Porphyrius, IV, 16.
\textsuperscript{50} Porphyrius, IV, 16, 2.
\textsuperscript{51} The documents from classical sources on the Magi are analysed by A. De Jong, Traditions of the Magi…, p. 387–403.
The gymnosophists

Porphyry’s list of communities who practice abstinence from meat ends up with the gymnosophists\(^{53}\). The author quotes Bardaisan\(^{54}\) and explains that they are divided into two groups: the Brahmans and the Samanaeans. The Brahmans\(^{55}\) are like a class of priests\(^{56}\), they are not subject to any ruler and do not pay tributes\(^{57}\). Those who live in the mountains eat fruit and drink cowmilk, those who are by the Ganges feed on fruit and rice that grow spontaneously\(^{58}\); they venerate their divinities by singing hymns day and night, and live isolated each in his own hut\(^{59}\). As to the Samanaeans, those who choose to belong to their group often give up any property, shave their bodies and abandon wife and children\(^{60}\); they live out of the city and spend their time debating theology; they have houses and temples built by the king, eat rice, bread, fruit and beans\(^{61}\). Common people venerate them, and the kings visit them to request to pray against calamities\(^{62}\).

Considering a wider context, there are several Greek sources – starting from the Hellenistic age up to the late Christian antiquity – that deal with the gymnosophists/Brahmans\(^{63}\).

First of all, it must be remembered that even in the *Indika* of Megasthenes\(^{64}\), mentioned by Strabo, there was a description similar to that of Porphyry concerning the two groups of Indian philosophers: the Brahmans and the Garmanes\(^{65}\).

\(^{53}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17–18.
\(^{56}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17, 1.
\(^{57}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17, 4.
\(^{58}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17, 4.
\(^{59}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17, 5–6.
\(^{60}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17, 7.
\(^{61}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17, 8.
\(^{62}\) Porphyrius, IV, 17, 8.
\(^{63}\) The complete collection of the Greek and Latin sources concerning the Brahmans and the gymnosophists is in Fontes historiae religionum Indicarum, coll. B. Breloer, F. Bömer, Bonnæ 1939 [= FHR, 7].
\(^{64}\) FGrHist 715 F 33.
\(^{65}\) See the edition of Strabo, Geography. Books 15–16, vol. VII, trans. H.L. Jones, Cambridge Mass. 1930 [= LCL], p. 98: here we can find the words Βραχμᾶναι and Γαρμᾶναι. The same tradition of the two groups that form the gymnosophists can also be found in Clement of Alexandria, where Βραχμᾶναι and Γαρμᾶναι are mentioned. See Clemens Alexandrinus, Stromata. Buch I–VI, XV, 71,
The first ones live in a forest outside the city for 37 years, lying on blankets of rags and skins, abstaining from meat and sexual practices, and discussing serious matters. Among the Garmanes, the most respected ones are dressed in tree barks (Hylobioi), live in the forests feeding on leaves and wild fruits, abstaining from sexual intercourse and wine. Others, among them, are healers, soothsayers, enchanters.

MegasƟhenes’ story contains a series of data – again recurring in Porphyry’s passage – on which the Brahmans’ image is constructed as an ideal alterity66 compared to Greek culture. The way of life of the Indian sages, as presented by the Greek authors67, has left traces in Porphyry’s treatise, which uses elements that contribute to their assimilation with the men of the mythical time. They then became emblems of Christian asceticism, starting with the writers of the 2nd and 3rd centuries68.

In Porphyry’s text, several elements of the life of the “naked philosophers” are very similar to the ones that characterize both the Egyptian priests and the Magi. Porphyry’s information belongs to that largely documented tradition that considers all these groups as the initiators of philosophy69 and the teachers of well-


67 See also Diodori Bibliotheca Historica, II, 40, vol. I, rec. L. Dindorf, F. Vogel, Stuttgardiae 1964 (cetera: Diodorus), and especially Flavii Arriani quae exstant omnia, vol. II, Scripta minora et addenda, XI, 1–8, ed. A.G. Roos, Lipsiae 1928 [= BSGR], where the description of the Indian philosophers focuses on their frugality: they live naked, in winter they are exposed to the open air and sun, while in summer they shelter under the shade of large trees, and eat seasonal fruits and tree bark. Plutarch too describes similar traits for the Indian gymnosophists. See Plutarchi Moralia, 332 B, vol. II, rec. W. Nachstädt, W. Sieveking, J.B. Titchener, Lipsiae 1935 [= BSGR], where it is said that they dedicate their time to the divinity, they are more frugal than Diogenes, because they do not even need a pouch, they obtain their food from the earth, they drink water from the rivers, and they have the leaves of the trees and the grass as their bed.


69 Diogenes Laertius, I, 1 mentions the Magi as the initiators of philosophy among the Persians, the Chaldeans among the Babylonians and the Assyrians, the gymnosophists among the Indians, the Druids among the Celts and the Gauls. On the contrary, according to Clemens Alexandrinus,
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known Greek philosophers. This type of evidence is the basis of the Greek construction of “Oriental wisdom”, a form of exoticism that idealizes a distant, but at the same time attractive and significant, otherness, such as to be presented as the origin of the same Greek cultural values.

In addition to that, in the structure of Porphyry’s discourse, it is precisely the exemplification of the customs of these “barbaric” communities that constitutes the ideological foundation of his defence of an ascetic lifestyle, far from the way of life of contemporary society.

The utopian perspective

We have seen that a large part of Book IV of Porphyry’s De abstinentia is devoted to the description of the customs of some ancient communities who are associated by their shared meat-free diet. This aspect is the focal point of the author’s main purpose in his narration, that is to defend the actual model of life of Neoplatonic philosophers.

However, if we examine the whole section of this Book, we can observe a network of multiple connections among these communities, whose importance is visibly

I, 15, 71, 3–4, the first philosophers were the prophets among the Egyptians, the Chaldeans among the Assyrians, the Druids among the Gauls, the Samanaeans in Bactriana, some wisemen among the Celts, the Magi among the Persians, and the gymnosophists among the Indians.

In Diodorus, I, 96, we find a catalogue of famous mythical and historical figures who visited the Egyptian priests in order to learn their doctrine: Orpheus, Museus, Melampus, Dedalus, and Homer, Lycurgus, Solon, Plato, Pythagoras, Eudoxus, Democritus and Oinopidos. Diogenes Laertius, IX, 35, narrates that Democritus visited first the Egyptian priests, later the Chaldeans in Persia and then the gymnosophists in India. Diogenes Laertius, IX, 61, reports that the philosopher Pyrrhus, following Anaxarchus in his travels, was able to have contacts with the gymnosophists and the Magi. The classical tradition offers a large amount of further information on this topic.

Regarding the question that Porphyry uses ethnographic material as an argument for his theoretical speculations, see A.P. Johnson, Religion and Identity…, p. 189–191, and in particular on this section of ethnographic dossography p. 215–220.

In fact in the passage of De abstinentia, IV 18, 4 Porphyry criticizes the Greeks in comparison with the lifestyle of the groups he has mentioned.

On the separation of the philosopher from the daily life of non-philosophers and the peculiar lifestyles of philosophical schools, see P. Hadot, Exercises spirituels et philosophie antique, Paris 1987, p. 12–16.
aimed at describing a utopian lifestyle. Therefore, it is important to analyse the reasons and the underlying meaning of the construction of this close correlation.

The first element that all these “groups” (ἔθνη) have in common is their strong devotion\(^75\). As a matter of fact, the author lists a series of communities with a specific religious status, as they all belong to priesthood: the Egyptian priests, the Magi, the Brahmans. Their descriptions show how the prescriptions that regulate their existence are totally different from the normal habits of their own people.

The familiarity with the divine is also common to the Essenes, who do not belong to priesthood but devote a large part of their life to prayers and purification\(^76\). Moreover, some of them can predict the future, a skill that they share with the Magi.

It must be remarked that Porphyry’s text repeatedly mentions a term referred to the lifestyle of the Egyptian priests and of the Essenes: *enkrateia*\(^77\). This word defines the hardships that the members of these two groups voluntarily undergo. Another recurring term is *askesis*\(^78\), which very clearly states the condition of “alienation” of these two groups from the rest of the world.

There are further similarities in the customs of the ἔθνη that Porphyry presents, for instance their simple clothes, their peculiar diet, their sexual abstinence\(^79\), the lack of diseases and wars, their having common properties, the lack of any productive activity and their isolation from civil life. The special emphasis on their lifestyle is the core of the Porphyry’s discourse: all these elements illustrate unmistakably a utopian life.

In these terms, the representation of all these groups – the Egyptian priests, the Essenes, the Magi and the gymnosophists – place them in an inactual, timeless dimension. The fact that Porphyry decided to associate these communities together in his text does not appear at all accidental, as his information goes back to previous traditions or are documented by other authors. This means that some

---

\(^75\) *Porphyrius*, IV, 5, 3.


\(^77\) With reference to the Egyptian priests, the term appears in *Porphyrius*, IV, 6, 4; 8, 1; 8, 5, to the Essenes in *Porphyrius*, IV, 11, 3; 12, 7.

\(^78\) The term appears with reference to the Egyptian priests, and to the Essenes respectively in *Porphyrius*, IV, 9, 1; IV, 13, 6.

recurring motifs were already quite popular in the Greek literary production, especially in ethnographic works.\textsuperscript{80}

Moreover, we may add that Porphyry employs a typically Greek ideological-cultural system, which makes reference to a model of primordial mankind, and implements a symbolic shift onto the ideal level of \textit{illud tempus}, within which the customs of some specific communities become meaningful.

It is notable, and should be adequately remarked, that the mechanism of assimilation of these groups refers mainly to the Greeks of the mythical times. The defence of a lifestyle based on rigid prescriptions and prohibitions is acceptable only in a \textit{qualitatively} different, “out-of-history” dimension.

A further confirmation of the “de-historicization” of the models that Porphyry presents as positive can come from the following two considerations: a) these communities are small, marginal groups within the peoples they belong to; b) these peoples live in territories that are far away from the Greek world and therefore represent the barbaric otherness.\textsuperscript{82} This last point allows us to say that the ideological mechanism underlying Porphyry’s narration about the ἔθνη also implies a projection of the “right” lifestyle for philosophers onto the symbolic level of the \textit{ille locus}.

In short, the ethics that Porphyry proposes for the ascetic philosopher is grounded on what is distant both from history and civilization.

In this regard, it is worth recalling a passage from Thucydides, where he states that the ancient Greeks used to live in a way comparable to that of today’s barbarians.\textsuperscript{83} This is a synthesis of a conceptual structure that allowed the Greeks to believe in their own superiority. Thucydides’ words show how this equivalence was made possible:

\begin{quote}
ancient Greeks = contemporary Barbarians.
\end{quote}

Such a comparison occurred on two intersecting levels, the vertical axis of time and the horizontal axis of space. The Greek thought produced a “device” of marginalization in the dimension of remoteness, i.e. a distance both chronological and geographical as a powerful cultural pattern to criticize and control everything that appeared as other.

Consequently, it is easy to recognize in the work \textit{De abstinentia}, despite the different narrative patterns, the same conceptual scheme which is used exhortatively to present a utopian and timeless existence as a high ethical and philosophical value.


\textsuperscript{81} On the concept of mythical time defined as \textit{illud tempus} see M. Eliade, \textit{Traité d’histoire des religions}, Paris 1949, p. 390–393.

\textsuperscript{82} F. Hartog, \textit{Le miroir d’Hérodote}..., p. 61–62.

\textsuperscript{83} Thucydides, \textit{Historiae}, I, 6, 6, vol. I, ed. H. Stuart Jones, J.E. Powell, Oxonii 1963 [= SCBO].
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Abstract. In the long passage of *De abstinentia*, IV, 2–18, Porphyry mentions a series of “groups” (ἔθνη) as examples of abstinence from animal food: the ancient Greeks of the “golden age”, the Lace-daemonians of Lycurgus’ era, the Egyptian priests, the Essenes among the Jews, the Magi among the Persians and the gymnosophists among the Indians. Such an association does not seem at all accidental, since Porphyry refers to a tradition in which these communities have similar habits of life, including the prohibition of eating meat and drinking wine, sexual abstinence, absence of diseases and wars, separation from the civil sphere, devotion to the sacred. All these elements constitute the specific connotation of a human existence that evokes the “time of the origins”, substantially a paradisiac dimension, far from history. It is a deliberate symbolic shift. This brief research will investigate the reasons and the deep meaning of the connection based on utopian life traits.

Keywords: golden age, abstinence from meat, sexual abstinence, remoteness from civilization, familiarity with the sacred, utopian lifestyle
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